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Abstract
Once a single system is compromised by a determined attacker in a Windows environment, the attacker often tries to move laterally through the environment and escalate his privileges, potentially resulting in compromise of additional systems, up to the entire domain or forest. A common way this happens is by the attacker stealing credentials from the compromised box and using them against other systems. Published guidance exists on how to mitigate risk from credential theft attacks, but many organizations find the known techniques difficult to implement, if they are aware of them at all. This paper first gives background on the issue and an overview of existing known mitigations in order to raise awareness. Then, it explores whether there are other, potentially more novel, ways to address this problem.
1. Introduction

In the IT world, the term “credentials” can usually include anything used to identify and authenticate a user or device. From a layman’s perspective, this is most commonly a username and a password. An attacker who is able to obtain a valid set of credentials (like a username and its associated password) can simply use them to gain access to systems, unless other measures are in place to prevent it. For example, two-factor authentication prevents the successful use of a stolen password, assuming the attacker does not possess the second authentication factor. Users have been shown to be bad at choosing hard to guess passwords (SplashData, Inc., 2013), but even a conscientious user's strong password is at risk if the attacker can just steal it. While it may seem too simple for a skilled attacker to just login like an authorized user, there is little reason for an attacker to expend more effort than is necessary to achieve a goal. A burglar is not likely to climb in through a window when he can steal the front door key from under the welcome mat. An attacker using existing credentials is also often harder to detect than if he were exploiting the latest buffer overflow vulnerability. Many monitoring systems and most IT staffers are not tuned to notice seemingly legitimate user activity that might not be authorized.

The theft and subsequent use of stolen credentials is a significant problem in information security. The leading threat action in 2013 was the use of stolen credentials (Verizon Enterprise Solutions, 2014). Two steps in the Advanced Persistent Threat attack lifecycle, “escalate privileges” and “move laterally”, involve the theft and subsequent use of stolen credentials (Mandiant Corporation, 2013). Although other platforms are not immune, Microsoft Windows and Active Directory are common places to steal credentials from and are common targets to use stolen credentials against. Windows is at increased risk for a few reasons. First, it is ubiquitous so significant research has been put into methods of attacking it. Second, Windows stored password hashes are functionally equivalent to passwords in many types of network-based authentication, reducing the need to crack stolen hashes before use -- called “pass-the-hash” attacks (Ashton, 1997). Third, it is often possible to recover passwords from memory on Windows systems (Delpy, 2012b). Contrast this with most modern Linux systems or web applications,
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where a stolen password hash is valuable only if it can be cracked, and passwords are not usually intentionally stored in memory.

In Windows, there are various types of credentials that can be stolen, such as password hashes, cached credentials, and passwords themselves (Microsoft Corporation, 2013). Depending on the credential being targeted, there are multiple methods to steal it. Various tools exist to enable easy theft, but they all use a finite list of underlying methods, such as LSASS injection, reading encrypted values from the registry, or decoding the Active Directory domain password database (NTDS.DIT). Once stolen, the credentials can be used in multiple ways – hashes and cached credentials can be cracked, hashes can be passed (depending on the protocol), and of course passwords can be used directly.

Advice is available from various sources, including Microsoft (Jungles, Margosis, Simos, Robinson, & Grimes, 2013), on how to reduce risk from credential theft attacks. This includes both reducing the attacker’s ability to steal credentials and reducing the attacker’s ability to use stolen credentials. Even so, professional penetration testers often find a lack of awareness of this problem among IT professionals, and a corresponding lack of implementation of existing mitigating controls (Duckwall & Campbell, 2014). Additional awareness around this topic, especially for information security staff and Windows administrators, is essential.

Aside from the existing “well-known” guidance on mitigating credential theft risk, there may be other, more novel ways of reducing an attacker’s ability to steal credentials. Some of these may use simple built-in functionality of Windows (like making permission changes). Even if not perfectly effective, additional controls can slow attackers down and increase the amount of attacker effort required. In the cybercrime game, this can make attacks unprofitable. Also, some of these other controls can be used as canaries, alerting IT staff of possible malicious activity. If an attacker’s normal steps are disrupted, it is more likely he will make a noticeable mistake.
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2. Types of credentials to steal

In Microsoft Windows and Active Directory, various types of credentials exist that are of varying value to an attacker. A number of factors make up this value – how easy the credential is to steal, what can be done with it, and most importantly, the privilege level of the account the credential belongs to. Once some access to an environment is gained, like the compromise of a single user account in an Active Directory domain, attackers often target highly privileged accounts, like members of the Domain Admins group (Mandiant Corporation, 2013). If one of these accounts is compromised, the entire domain has fallen. Before discussing these topics, though, one should understand the various types of credentials that can be stolen in a Windows environment.

2.1. Password hashes for local accounts

Like the /etc/shadow file in many Unix/Linux systems, or a field in the “users” table in a web application’s database, Windows stores a password hash for each account. For local accounts (as opposed to domain accounts), this hash must be present on the local system’s disk, so that when a user attempts to login, the system can determine whether the user has entered the correct password. This is done by hashing the entered password and comparing the result to the stored value. If the values match, the user has presented the proper password and has been authenticated.

Windows uses either the LM or NT (sometimes also called NTLM) hash methods – LM is the weaker of the two, and has been usurped by the stronger NT method since Windows NT 4.0. However, all versions of Windows maintain some compatibility with LM hashes, and an LM hash is still seen in some environments alongside the NT hash even though the storage of LM hashes has been disabled by default since Windows Server 2008 and Vista (Microsoft Corporation, 2012a). Figure 1 shows lines from an fgdump (fizzgig, 2008) output file run on a Windows XP test system containing three local accounts. The first line of headers was added manually, for clarity. The “helpdesk” user has only the NT hash present, while the others have both the LM and NT hashes. The passwords set on each account are “administrator”, “user”, and “helpdeskhelpdesk”, respectively.
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The LM and NT hashing methods do not use a salt or other type of per-user uniqueness, so the hash value for a particular password is always the same, regardless of the account that has that password. For example, the NT hash for the password “password” is always “8846F7EAAE8FB117AD06BDD830B7586C” regardless of account, and regardless of whether the account is a local account or domain account. Because of this, it is easy to determine which accounts are sharing the same password once hashes have been obtained. It should be noted that some tools represent LM and NT hash values using uppercase characters, while others use lowercase. There is no difference; hash values are not case sensitive.

2.2. **Password hashes for domain accounts**

Password hashes for domain accounts are just like password hashes for local accounts, except that they are stored on an Active Directory domain controller rather than on a local system. They still consist of an NT hash and optionally an LM hash, depending on configuration. When a domain account is used to login to a domain member system that is on the network, a domain controller is contacted in order to authenticate the user.

2.3. **Cached credentials (cached password verifiers)**

Consider the scenario of a domain member laptop that belongs to a normal user with an account in the domain. When connected to the corporate network, the user logs in with their domain account, and the laptop communicates with the domain controller to decide whether the user should be authenticated. This is necessary because the LM and NT hashes for a domain account are not stored on the laptop – they are stored on the domain controller, as previously mentioned. However, there are times when the laptop is not on the corporate network (or on any network at all), and the user still wants to login. Allowing domain accounts to logon to off-network systems is the reason for cached credentials. It should be noted that although the term “cached credential” is commonly
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used, Microsoft uses the term “Windows logon cached password verifier” (Microsoft Corporation, 2013) in modern documentation.

A cached credential is a salted and hashed version of the account’s NT hash. The salting and hashing protects the NT hash better than if it was stored in clear text, yet allows the system to easily verify if a user has entered the correct password. The cached credential approach was taken rather than just storing a copy of the domain account’s raw NT hash in order to better protect the domain account in the event the domain member system is stolen or otherwise compromised. Typically, a limited number of users’ cached credentials are stored on a domain member – by default, most versions of Windows cache only the last ten successful logons (Microsoft Corporation, 2011b).

Two versions of cached credentials exist, known in the password cracking world as “MSCash” (supernothing, 2010) and “MSCash2” (JimF, 2011). The former was the original implementation, while the latter was introduced with Windows Vista. MSCash2 was created in order to make cracking attacks against stolen cached credentials much harder. Figure 2 shows an example cached credential, in MSCash format, as output by cachedump (Pilon, Marechal, & Devine, 2005) from a Windows Server 2003 system. This is for the domain Administrator account in a domain with short name DOMAIN and long name domain.example.local.

![Example cached credential from Windows Server 2003 system](image)

2.4. **Access tokens**

Access tokens are not really credentials themselves, but they do contain credential material, and stealing or abusing these contents is often referred to as “token theft”. A simplified way of looking at access tokens is that each account logged in to a Windows system has one in memory. Each access token contains the account’s LM and NT hashes, the account’s password, and other elements outside the scope of this paper. It should be noted that sensitive elements like hashes and passwords are encrypted in memory, but the encryption key used is also stored in memory. Modern tools that steal hashes and passwords from access tokens retrieve this key and decrypt the hashes and password automatically. Access tokens exist in memory only, they are never written to disk. When
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access tokens are created in memory, they persist either until the associated account has logged out or until the next system reboot.

Looking in a bit more detail, access tokens are only created in memory for certain types of logons (Jungles, Margosis, Simos, Robinson, & Grimes, 2013). The most common types of logons that create access tokens are those at the physical console, most logons via Remote Desktop - except for Restricted Admin mode (Russinovich & Ide, 2014), RunAs, scheduled tasks, and remote logons where the user’s identity must be impersonated by the server (often seen on servers running Outlook Web App and Sharepoint, for example). Common types of logons that do not create access tokens are mapping network drives, remote management with Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-ins, remote registry, and Remote Desktop Restricted Admin mode (Russinovich & Ide, 2014).

It has been known for some time that access tokens contain the account’s LM and/or NT hashes. Tools were publicly available to obtain hashes from access tokens in at least 2007 (Ochoa, 2007). It was not until 2011, however, that widespread knowledge became available about the ability to recover the account’s clear text password from access tokens (Delpy, 2012b). The first widely known tool to accomplish this was mimikatz (Delpy, 2012a).

3. Methods to steal credentials

Of course, all of these credential types are intended to remain secret, and Windows has measures in place to protect them. Nonetheless, researchers and attackers have come up with various methods to steal them. The focus of this section is on some of the underlying methods used in their theft, rather than on the various tools used. This is because mitigation techniques are best applied to a limited set of underlying methods rather than to a potentially unlimited number of tools using those methods. Unless noted otherwise, administrative rights are required to the target computer in order to perform any of these credential theft methods. This is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all such methods, but rather a focus on those that are most popular.
3.1. Injecting into LSASS

The Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (LSASS) is the service in Windows that manages authentication and security. Among other things, it performs password hashing and handles access tokens (Microsoft Corporation, n.d.d.). Only certain special processes, like LSASS, have the privileges to call Windows functions for retrieving credential data. Therefore, some tools inject their code into the existing LSASS process, so the evil code is able to call the necessary functions. For example, this is the approach taken by pwdump6 (also used in fgdump) to obtain local and domain account LM/NT hashes, according to its README file (fizzgig, 2009). This is also one of the methods used by Windows Credential Editor (WCE) to steal credentials from in-memory access tokens (Ochoa, 2011). A common method of code injection relies on the CreateRemoteThread function call, which in turn requires enabling the SeDebugPrivilege. One drawback of this method is that it can sometimes cause instability on the target. If the attack tool crashes or has a bug, it can affect the entire LSASS process, sometimes crashing the system. The risk of problems is not insignificant, due largely to the fact that the functions being called are not publicly documented and some guesswork was required in writing the code to exploit them.

3.2. Reading LSASS’s memory (live or in a RAM dump)

The main reason many tools took the approach of injecting into the LSASS process was that credential related memory structures are not publicly documented. Given the choice between parsing undocumented memory and calling undocumented functions, authors of credential theft tools initially took the latter approach, which requires process injection. Over time, however, as more research was done on LSASS’s memory structures, it has become possible for a non-LSASS process to read credentials directly from LSASS’s memory area. This requires only the ability to read this memory, and does not rely on process injection. This is the newer “safe mode” method supported by WCE since version 1.1 (Ochoa, 2011).

A similar idea applies to recovering credentials from memory dumps. Since more is now known about LSASS’s internal memory structures, an offline memory dump file can be parsed like memory on an active system. Windows Task Manager can make dump
files in Vista and later, or the Sysinternals tool ProcDump (Russinovich, 2014) can be
used on XP and later. Once obtained, the memory dump can be moved to an attacker’s
system and credentials recovered from it there. For example, recovering credentials from
a memory dump file is supported in mimikatz version 2 alpha (Delpy, 2013).

3.3. Reading registry hives
LM and NT password hashes for local accounts are stored in the Security
Accounts Manager (SAM) database file, exposed as the part of the registry at
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SAM. They are encrypted with a key (often called the
“bootkey” or “syskey”) which is stored in the System portion of the registry, under
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM. There are various ways of getting access to
these files on a live system, such as making a shadow copy using the Volume Shadow
Copy Service (VSS). A more straightforward method, however, is using the built-in
command line reg.exe tool to export their contents to new files and then moving the new
files to an attacker’s system to extract the credentials. A simple batch file like the one
shown in Figure 3 can do this remotely if the attacker is already authenticated to the
target (note that the file path of c:\ passed to reg.exe refers to the target’s local c: drive,
not the attacker’s system). Once the files are obtained, a tool like samdump2 version
3.0.0 (Cuomo & Tissieres, 2012) can extract the syskey from the SYSTEM file and use it
to extract and decrypt the LM and NT hashes from the SAM file.

```
net use z: \\target.example.local\c$
reg.exe save \\target.example.local\HKLM\SAM c:\SAM
reg.exe save \\target.example.local\HKLM\SYSTEM c:\SYSTEM
move z:\SAM .
move z:\SYSTEM .
net use z: /d
```

Figure 3 - Batch file to export SAM and SYSTEM registry hives using built-in commands

Cached credentials are also exposed in the registry (under
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SECURITY\CACHE), so a similar method of reading their
values (and the necessary keys to decrypt them) from the registry is possible. This is the
approach the creddump tool (Dolan-Gavitt, 2012) uses.
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3.4. Decoding NTDS.DIT

LM and NT hashes for Active Directory domain accounts are stored in the Active Directory database file, NTDS.DIT, an Extensible Storage Engine (ESE) database. This file resides on all domain controllers. The file cannot simply be opened or copied, since it is an active database and is always in use. To get around this restriction, a shadow copy of the drive can be made with the Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) and the file can be obtained from the shadow copy (haxrbyte, 2013). Since VSS is built-in legitimate functionality, stealing a copy of NTDS.DIT in this way is very low risk for an attacker. Note that Read-Only Domain Controllers (RODCs) do not locally store password hashes in their NTDS.DIT database by default (Microsoft Corporation, 2011a), so they are not good targets for attackers.

Once the file has been obtained and moved to the attacker’s system, it can be parsed to retrieve the LM and NT hashes for all domain accounts. One way of doing this is to use esedbexport (Metz, 2013) to export tables from the NTDS.DIT database file, dsusers.py from the NTDSXtract framework (Barta, 2011) to extract and decrypt users’ hashes, and ntdstopwdump.py (Damele, 2011) to convert the hashes to pwdump format (the most commonly used format for LM and NT hashes). A post exploitation module is also available for Metasploit that automates the shadow copy process (Rapid7, 2014).

4. What to do with stolen credentials

Once credentials are stolen, attackers will endeavor to use them. How they can be used depends on the type of credential and the attack surface or protocols available to the attacker. Also important is the level of privilege granted to the account the credential belongs to. Following are some of the main things that attackers do with credentials once they have been stolen.

4.1. Crack password hashes

Once LM and/or NT password hashes have been obtained, an attacker can attempt to determine the passwords that they represent. Because hashing functions are designed to be one-way, the hashes cannot simply be “reversed” or decrypted. Instead, one of two approaches is taken. The first approach is basically looking up the hash in large,
precomputed tables which require little computational power to use. This is often referred to as a rainbow table style attack (Kuliukas, n.d.). Rainbow table style attacks are generally preferred for LM hashes because of LM’s limited key space (a maximum of seven characters for each half of the LM hash) which makes the sizes of LM rainbow tables manageable.

The second approach to determining passwords from hashes is what most people think of as traditional “cracking”. This is where a candidate password is selected, its hash is generated, and the candidate password’s hash is compared to the stolen hash. If they match, the stolen hash’s original password is the candidate password. If not, another candidate password is selected and the process repeats. This method requires a lot of computational power but little storage space, and it is the most common method used against NT hashes today. A modern purpose-built graphics processor (GPU) based cracking system with eight graphics cards can achieve over 174 billion NT hash operations per second (Steube, 2014). At this speed, a brute-force attack can cover all eight character (printable US-ASCII) NT passwords (sodre, 2012) in less than 11 hours. Far more efficient attacks can be constructed using good masks, wordlists with rules, and other ways of generating the candidate passwords more intelligently. For example, knowing that users often choose passwords based on dictionary words, with the first letter capitalized, followed by one or two digits, is a powerful way to increase cracking success and efficiency.

4.2. Pass password hashes

In many computer systems, stolen stored password hashes have value to an attacker for only one thing – cracking. In Windows, however, stolen LM and/or NT password hashes can themselves be used to authenticate to some types of network services (Ashton, 1997). This means that an attacker who has stolen LM and/or NT hashes can simply use them directly to connect to a remote target, rather than having to crack them first. This use of stolen hashes is often referred to as “passing the hash”.

In Windows, the LM/NTLM suite of network authentication protocols (Glass, 2006) handle network authentication for many types of communications. While these authentication protocols employ the LM and/or NT password hashes, the network
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authentication protocols and the password hashing methods are different things, and the
similar naming can be confusing. Many types of communications with Windows systems
use LM/NTLM authentication. These include file/print sharing and other protocols that
rely on SMB, as well as non-SMB protocols that have LM/NTLM authentication support
bolted on (HTTP, SMTP, etc.) A notable exception is Remote Desktop, which does not
use LM/NTLM authentication; although an exception to this exception is Remote
Desktop’s new Restricted Admin mode, introduced in 2013 (Be'ery, 2014).

Like many other challenge-response authentication protocols that operate in clear

text (without a lower layer of encryption like TLS), the client must be able to prove
knowledge of the password (or authenticator) without actually passing it over the
network, and the server must be able to verify the client’s claim based on authentication
data that it has stored. It is important to note that in Windows, the “server” side usually
does not possess the user’s password, but rather only their LM and/or NT hash. Given
these restrictions, the first step of the “client” side of the LM/NTLM authentication
protocols is to turn the user’s password into its LM and/or NT hash before carrying on
with authentication (Glass, 2006). The hash, not the password, is what the client must
prove to the server that it has, without actually sending it to the server. This means that an
attacker already possessing a stolen LM and/or NT hash can just skip the step where the
hash is generated, and carry on with authentication normally. Of course, special tools
with modified code have to be used, but they are widely available.

The result of all this is that any protocol that relies on LM/NTLM authentication
is susceptible to pass the hash style attacks. An attacker can use non-Windows tools that
support pass the hash such as medusa (JoMo-Kun, 2012) or modified winexe (JoMo-Kun,
2003) if they are attacking from a *nix system. If attacking from a Windows system, a
tool like WCE (Ochoa, 2014) allows the attacker to “insert” stolen LM and NT hashes
into their current logon session, essentially becoming the compromised account. In this
way, any normal Windows action is performed with the compromised account’s identity,
including actions taken across the network (provided they support the LM/NTLM
authentication protocols).
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4.3. **Crack cached credentials**

Stolen cached credentials have value to an attacker only as something to attempt to be cracked. However, cracking cached credentials is very slow. MSCash (supernothing, 2010), the algorithm used to protect cached credentials in Windows versions before Vista, cracks about 100 times slower than NT hashes on the author’s cracking system. MSCash2 (JimF, 2011), used in Windows Vista and later, cracks about 40,000 times slower than NT hashes on the same system. In most cases, cached credentials are rarely cracked in a reasonable time unless a very weak password was used.

4.4. **Abuse passwords**

Oftentimes, the easiest way to compromise systems is to learn passwords of legitimate accounts and just login with them. Not only can the password be used against the system it is known to work on, but login attempts can be made with this password to other systems. Oftentimes, users use the same password across different systems (Danchev, 2011); compromising it on one may allow an attacker to use it against another.

Stolen passwords can also be tried against other accounts. This is especially useful to an attacker when the other accounts are of a higher privilege level or are on systems which have not yet been breached. It is not unusual to find the same password set on various accounts in an organization – especially across personal and generic accounts belonging to IT staff. If an IT person’s user account password is obtained, it can be tried against privileged accounts (like domain admins). If a domain admin’s password is obtained for one domain, it can be tried against domain admins of other domains in the organization, or even against non-Windows systems which might be administered by the same person. These techniques are surprisingly effective during security assessments at turning a small compromise into a large one.

5. **Well known mitigation techniques**

A number of techniques to mitigate the risk of credential theft attacks have been documented (Jungles, Margosis, Simos, Robinson, & Grimes, 2013). These methods tend to be focused on reducing the instances of credentials to steal, reducing the ability for James Foster, j@jefjef.com
attackers to gain administrative rights, reducing the ability for attackers to utilize stolen credentials, or some combination of the three. It is important to understand some of these “well known” techniques, as they are still not consistently practiced by many organizations (Duckwall & Campbell, 2014).

The first method is to minimize administrative rights. This means to limit the number of users with administrative rights to clients and servers, limit the number of other local administrative accounts, as well as limit the number of accounts with domain admin (or similarly privileged) access. This reduces the number of accounts that can be used by attackers to steal credentials from systems across the organization, and reduces the number of highly privileged accounts that attackers often target. Not only should the number of accounts be reduced, but accounts granted increased privileges should be given only the minimum necessary.

The next method is to restrict local accounts on clients from being able to access the client over the network. For example, if a local Administrator or Helpdesk account must exist on desktops, it should be limited so that it can be used from the console only, for recovery purposes. This can be done by adding the account(s) to the Local Security Policy settings “Deny access to this computer from the network” (Microsoft Corporation, 2005a) and “Deny log on through Remote Desktop Services” (or “Deny log on through Terminal Services” depending on the version of Windows) (Microsoft Corporation, 2005b) under Local Policies, User Rights Assignment. Network access for support purposes should be performed using a domain account.

The third method is to minimize the number of shared passwords across multiple systems and accounts. In the event that a local administrative account must exist across many systems and allow access over the network, the password for the account on each system should be different. For systems of differing trust levels or accounts across privilege boundaries, passwords should never be the same.

Another important control is separation of privilege. This means that privileged accounts (such as domain admins) should be used only when necessary; regular activities such as reading email to writing reports should be done with a regular user account. Also, when privileged accounts are used, they should be used only on more secure systems.
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highly privileged account should not be used on a less trusted system (like an end-user’s laptop). Systems used to administer privileged servers (like IT staff’s workstations) need to be treated as sensitively as the servers themselves.

The fifth technique is to minimize the creation of access tokens, especially for privileged accounts, since they are attractive targets for credential theft. An access token that does not exist in memory cannot be stolen. Since access tokens are created only by certain types of logons, administrators are encouraged wherever possible to use the types of logons that do not create access tokens.

Next, privileged accounts should not be allowed to be delegated, by setting the “Account is sensitive and cannot be delegated” option on the account. This helps to prevent attackers from using these accounts on one system to gain increased privileges to other systems. For example, if a domain admin logs on to a compromised server that is normally trusted for delegation, this setting can help prevent the access token from being used directly against other systems (Pilkington, 2012).

An additional important control against credential theft attacks is network isolation. This can be as simple as setting the Windows firewall on clients to deny incoming connections (except from known management servers, potentially). It could be as advanced as putting all clients in private VLANs (Lapukhov, 2008) and requiring that traffic pass through an upstream security device configured with explicit ACLs, permitting only allowed communications. In any case, the idea is to limit the number of systems an attacker can access to steal credentials from, and if credentials have already been stolen, to limit the number of systems an attacker can use them against.

Lastly, the ideal control is not allowing systems to get compromised in the first place, and not allowing untrusted users to gain local administrative rights to any system. This involves all of the usual security measures to keep Windows systems well secured – good patching, strong passphrases, etc. Of course, this is easier said than done, which is why all of the other controls are necessary.
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6. Novel mitigation techniques

Since local administrative access is required by all of the credential theft methods discussed so far, all of the techniques discussed in this section assume that the attacker has already gained local administrative access. In other words, these are potential methods to stop local administrators from stealing credentials. As the attacker has local administrative access, however, it is very difficult or impossible to stop all credential theft. After all, an attacker will often have sufficient rights to undo these settings. The intent of investigating different techniques is to make attacks more difficult (slower and more expensive) and cause attackers to make mistakes which can be detected. An attacker is not likely to know that an unusual mitigation is in place until it stops them at least once, which should be sufficient to alert IT staff that something is amiss. Of course, this assumes that the appropriate log events are handled in a way that would generate an alert, for example if they are sent to a specifically configured SIEM. For this reason, the detective qualities of these controls are just as (if not more) important than their preventive qualities.

6.1. Remove debug privilege

The SeDebugPrivilege is required in order to inject code into the LSASS process (Microsoft Corporation, 2008b), so it seems logical that removing this privilege would stop this method of credential theft. To test this idea, a Windows 7 test system was setup. Under Local Security Policy, Local Policies, User Rights Assignment, there is a right called “Debug programs”. By default, this right is assigned only to the local Administrators group. It was suggested by Microsoft many years ago that to meet the Windows 2000 Security Target, this right be removed from everyone, including administrators (Microsoft Corporation, n.d.a), which supported the idea that this might be a good mitigation. For the test, the Administrators group was removed, and the WCE tool executed. As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, this setting change made no difference – WCE worked either way.
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Novel mitigations for Windows credential theft

Figure 4 - WCE working as expected with default Debug programs setting

Figure 5 - WCE worked even with the user not possessing Debug programs right

This somewhat surprising result shows that removing the SeDebugPrivilege did not stop the WCE tool. The same test was performed with pwdump6, with the same result. Source code is not publicly available for WCE, so the source code for pwdump6 (fizzgig, 2009) was consulted, and the answer uncovered with some help from fizzgig (the author of pwdump6). PwDump6.cpp, which is the main code that first runs, does not
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itself request the SeDebugPrivilege to inject into LSASS. Rather, it extracts a separate executable file from itself, writes it to the target system, and then starts that separate executable file as a service. The code in that running service is what actually requests the SeDebugPrivilege and injects itself into LSASS (this can be seen in the file pwservice.cpp). It is able to do this because, as a service, it is running as the local SYSTEM account. Using Process Monitor (Russinovich & Cogswell, 2014) to watch the execution of WCE revealed a similar operating method – a new service was created in order to perform the credential theft. This shows that simply removing the “Debug programs” right from an administrative account does not stop these common credential theft tools (at least as long as the account retains the right to create new services). Note that this control would likely be effective against tools that do not create a new service in which to run their code.

6.2. Remove right to create new services

Since the ability to create a new service and have it run as the local SYSTEM account seems to be one way to get around account-based restrictions, it was next considered whether it would be possible to remove this right. Of course, this may not be realistic in real-world environments, or at least would have to be implemented carefully (possibly where only a more limited set of accounts retained this right). The interface used to manage services is called the Service Control Manager (SCM, or scmanager) (Microsoft Corporation, 2010b). Changing permissions on the SCM object controls permissions for actions like creating new services or enumerating what services are installed, in a similar way that changing permissions to a particular service alters the ability to control that individual service. It should be noted that only since Windows Server 2003 Service Pack 1 has it been possible to change the security descriptor on the SCM (Microsoft Corporation, 2012b). The permission needed to call CreateService (which is what pwdump6 does) is SC_MANAGER_CREATE_SERVICE, which local Administrators have by default (Microsoft Corporation, 2012b).

On the Windows 7 test system, the command “sc sdshow "scmanager”” was run to view the current access control list on the SCM object. The output of this command, which is in Security Descriptor Definition Language (SDDL) (Microsoft Corporation, James Foster, j@jefjef.com
2010a), is shown in Figure 6 with the portion of focus in bold. The sddlparse tool (Microsoft Corporation, 2008a) was helpful to parse this output into a more readable format, which is listed in Appendix A – Output of sddlparse.exe on page 29. A new SDDL line was constructed which keeps all of the permissions the same, except with the “DC” code (which aligns with the SC_MANAGER_CREATE_SERVICE right) omitted. The command used to apply this new permissions set to the Windows 7 test system is shown in Figure 7, with the focus area that was changed in bold. While the details of the manipulation of SCM permissions are outside the scope of this paper, it is reasonable to summarize by saying that this command removed the ability for administrators to create new services.

During testing, the “Audit object access” policy in Local Security Policy, Local Policies, Audit Policy was set to log failures. The idea was to see log evidence of this permission change in action, and to determine whether an actionable event would be generated that could indicate when an attacker was trying to create an unauthorized service. Indeed, when both WCE and pwdump6 were tested after these changes, they were no longer able to steal credentials. Preventing the creation of new services successfully stopped these tools, and generated failure audit events as shown in Figure 8. The detail of one of these events is shown in Appendix B – Security event log detail on page 30. Unfortunately, the permission change also prevented the ability to undo the change, and an alternate group or account had not been assigned the rights to do so, so the test system had to be restored to a previous snapshot. Possibly there is a better way to implement a control like this in a more limited or thoughtful way.
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6.3. Restrict registry permissions

Depending on the type of credentials being targeted, various areas in the registry need to be read. For LM and NT hashes of local accounts, data from HKLM\SYSTEM and HKLM\SAM needs to be read. As shown in Figure 3 on page 9, one way to do this is to use the built-in reg.exe utility to save the contents of these keys to files and then extract the hashes offline from those files. Removing access to the HKLM\SAM hive seemed a possible way to stop this attack. On the Windows 7 test system, the command “reg.exe save HKLM\SAM sam” was executed to first verify that the attack was possible by default, and a valid copy of this hive was indeed saved to the “sam” file.

Looking at the default permissions, both the Users and Administrators groups were granted some rights to HKLM\SAM, as well as the CREATOR OWNER. Since the Administrators group was the Owner, removing these other rights would not be sufficient. Therefore, a second local administrative account was created, called “admin2”, and ownership of HKLM\SAM was given to “admin2”. All rights for Users and Administrators were then removed. At this point, the “admin1” account did not have the necessary rights to read values from his hive, even though it was a member of the
Administrators group. In order to be able to detect attacker attempts to read these keys, auditing entries were also created on HKLM\SAM to audit all access failures made by Everyone. Figure 9 shows an attempt as “admin1” to execute the previous `reg.exe` command; access was denied, and an audit entry was made in the security log (the detailed log entry is shown in Appendix C – Security event log detail (HKLM\SAM) on page 32). Also note the registry editor showing that no access to the hive is available, even though the account still has sufficient rights to change the permissions. So again, an attacker could get around this protection by changing the permissions, but it is likely that they would have been slowed down and IT staff could have detected the activity. Lastly, a few minutes of cursory testing revealed no negative effects of this permission change.

![Figure 9 - Local administrator unable to save copy of HKLM\SAM after permissions removed](image)

6.4. **Restrict shadow copying ability**

The Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS) (Microsoft Corporation, n.d.c) can be used to create a shadow copy of NTDS.DIT on a domain controller, useful for attackers to copy offline for extracting the hashes of domain accounts (haxrbyte, 2013). VSS is
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built in to Windows, is reliable, and its use is unlikely to be noticed in most environments, so it is a good way for an attacker who gains local administrative access to a domain controller to steal all domain account hashes. Therefore, restricting access to the VSS could be a way to mitigate this avenue of attack.

The VSS has a built-in way to restrict users from interacting with the service (Microsoft Corporation, n.d.b). This involves creating a registry subkey named as the account to be restricted, and setting the value to zero to deny access. To test this idea, a Windows Server 2008 R2 Datacenter test system was used. First, normal VSS access was verified using both the “vssadmin” command line utility and the Shadow Copies tab on the C: drive Properties dialog. Then, the registry subkey to restrict access was created, and the tests were repeated. As shown in Figure 10, the ability to use the “Create Now” button in the GUI was indeed restricted, as were some “vssadmin” commands. An application log error was also generated showing the failed attempt to create a shadow copy; the detail is shown in Appendix D – Application error log detail (VSS) on page 33.
Figure 10 - Restricting access to create or list shadow copies

Unfortunately, this restriction was particularly easy to get around. Through the GUI, it was still possible to alter the settings for the scheduled shadow copy, setting it to create a new copy one minute in the future. Once it was created, it was still possible to access files in it. Although it was not possible to view the volume name, these names are
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somewhat predictable. In this case, the full path to the SAM file was guessed, as shown in Figure 11.

![Code Snippet]

**Figure 11 - Predictable shadow copy path and still able to access files**

As with these other novel techniques, the attacker could also just change the permission setting in the registry to allow normal access to VSS functions unless further steps were taken to revoke registry rights. Once again, the value of a control like this may be more detective than preventive, since it is very difficult to completely restrict the activities of an attacker who has gained administrative rights.

7. Conclusion

The theft and subsequent unauthorized use of credentials is a significant risk in Windows environments today. While some of these issues, such as pass-the-hash (Ashton, 1997), have been known for over 17 years, increased attention is now being paid to them. This is evidenced by the availability of more straightforward and high profile information from Microsoft (Jungles, Margosis, Simos, Robinson, & Grimes, 2013), (Russinovich & Ide, 2014) as well as changes in recent versions of Windows to mitigate some of the issues (Russinovich & Ide, 2014).

While many mitigation techniques are already known, a number of novel techniques can be thought up when the underlying credential theft techniques are understood. Some of these include removing rights to create new services, restricting registry permissions, and restricting shadow copy rights. In all cases, a skilled attacker with administrative rights can get around these novel protections – for example, by giving himself the rights that were taken away. However, the attacker likely will not be expecting these techniques to be in place, so he will be slowed down, and more opportunities will exist for him to be detected. Of course, a downside of these techniques is that they may break some legitimate functionality, so they are best used in a well understood IT environment by a well-informed IT staff. It is likely these techniques
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would be most valuable as defense-in-depth measures in environments with high security requirements, where traditional mitigations are already in place.

These novel techniques also have value against automated attacks where a skilled attacker is not manually involved. For example, most malware that steals credentials will likely not be written to handle an unexpected restriction of rights, and so such malware is likely to simply fail. This also shows the detective value of these controls – if IT staff is watching for failure audit events in the right way, failed attempts to steal credentials can be detected. Using these controls for detection is most likely to be realistic in an already well secured environment with mature monitoring, detection and response capabilities. These ideas should be considered additional tools in the skilled defender’s toolbox.
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9. Appendix A – Output of sddlparse.exe

The default SDDL on the SCM object is listed in Figure 6 on page 19. When this SDDL is fed to the sddlparse.exe tool, it is parsed to the output listed in Figure 12 (line breaks have been added for readability).

Ace count: 5

**** ACE 1 of 5 ****
ACE Type: ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE
Trustee: NT AUTHORITY\Authenticated Users
AccessMask:
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_CREATE_CHILD
Inheritance flags: 0

**** ACE 2 of 5 ****
ACE Type: ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE
Trustee: NT AUTHORITY\INTERACTIVE
AccessMask:
  ADS_RIGHT_READ_CONTROL
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_CREATE_CHILD
  ADS_RIGHT_ACTRL_DS_LIST
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_READ_PROP
Inheritance flags: 0

**** ACE 3 of 5 ****
ACE Type: ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE
Trustee: NT AUTHORITY\SERVICE
AccessMask:
  ADS_RIGHT_READ_CONTROL
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_CREATE_CHILD
  ADS_RIGHT_ACTRL_DS_LIST
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_READ_PROP
Inheritance flags: 0

**** ACE 4 of 5 ****
ACE Type: ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE
Trustee: NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM
AccessMask:
  ADS_RIGHT_READ_CONTROL
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_CREATE_CHILD
  ADS_RIGHT_ACTRL_DS_LIST
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_READ_PROP
  ADS_RIGHT_DS_WRITE_PROP
Inheritance flags: 0
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The final ACE block (ACE 5 of 5) indicates the rights in question. The BUILTIN\Administrators group DACL (A;;KA;;;BA) basically means “allow all rights”. Some effort is needed to translate the listed ADS_rights to the unique permissions applicable to the SCM. The detail of ACE DACL translation is outside the scope of this paper, but some helpful references are provided (U47, 2012), (Jorge, 2008), (NetworkAdminKB.com, 2009).

10. Appendix B – Security event log detail (scmanager)

The full detail of one of the security event log audit failures shown in Figure 8 on page 20 is listed in Figure 13.

Log Name: Security
Source: Microsoft-Windows-Security-Auditing
Date: 7/13/2014 12:03:22 AM
Event ID: 4656
Task Category: Other Object Access Events
Level: Information
Keywords: Audit Failure
User: N/A
Computer: COMPUTER1
Description:
A handle to an object was requested.

Subject:
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Security ID: COMPUTER1\admin1
Account Name: admin1
Account Domain: COMPUTER1
Logon ID: 0x1e7cc

Object:
Object Server: SC Manager
Object Type: SC_MANAGER OBJECT
Object Name: ServicesActive
Handle ID: 0x0

Process Information:
Process ID: 0x1e4
Process Name: C:\Windows\System32\services.exe

Access Request Information:
Transaction ID: {00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}
Accesses:
- Connect to service controller
- Create a new service
- Enumerate services

Access Reasons:

Access Mask: 0x7
Privileges Used for Access Check: -
Restricted SID Count: 0

Event Xml:
<Event xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2004/08/events/event">
  <System>
    <Provider Name="Microsoft-Windows-Security-Auditing" Guid="{54849625-5478-4994-A5BA-3E3B0328C30D}" />
    <EventID>4656</EventID>
    <Version>1</Version>
    <Level>0</Level>
    <Task>12804</Task>
    <Opcode>0</Opcode>
    <Keywords>0x8010000000000000</Keywords>
    <TimeCreated SystemTime="2014-07-13T04:03:22.035384800Z" />
    <EventRecordID>16327</EventRecordID>
    <Correlation />
    <Execution ProcessID="492" ThreadID="516" />
    <Channel>Security</Channel>
    <Computer>COMPUTER1</Computer>
    <Security />
  </System>
  <EventData>
    <Data Name="SubjectUserSid">S-1-5-21-3577214157-4138306266-1988903399-1000</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectUserName">admin1</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectDomainName">COMPUTER1</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectLogonId">0x1e7cc</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectServer">SC Manager</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectType">SC_MANAGER OBJECT</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectName">ServicesActive</Data>
    <Data Name="HandleId">0x0</Data>
    <Data Name="TransactionId">{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}</Data>
  </EventData>
</Event>
11. **Appendix C – Security event log detail (HKLM\SAM)**

The full detail of one of the security event log audit failures shown in Figure 9 on page 21 is shown in Figure 14.

Log Name:      Security  
Source:        Microsoft-Windows-Security-Auditing  
Date:          7/13/2014 2:16:13 PM  
Event ID:      4656  
Task Category: Registry  
Level:         Information  
Keywords:      Audit Failure  
User:          N/A  
Computer:      COMPUTER1  
Description:   A handle to an object was requested. 

Subject:  
Security ID: COMPUTER1\admin1  
Account Name: admin1  
Account Domain: COMPUTER1  
Logon ID: 0x222ab  

Object:  
Object Server: Security  
Object Type: Key  
Object Name: \REGISTRY\MACHINE\SAM  
Handle ID: 0x0  

Process Information:  
Process ID: 0x9b0  
Process Name: C:\Windows\System32\reg.exe  

Access Request Information:  
Transaction ID: {00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}  
Accesses: READ_CONTROL  
Access Reasons: -  
Access Mask: 0x20000  
Privileges Used for Access Check: -
 Novel mitigations for Windows credential theft

Restricted SID Count: 0
Event Xml:
<Event xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2004/08/events/event">
  <System>
    <Provider Name="Microsoft-Windows-Security-Auditing"
      Guid="{54849625-5478-4994-A5BA-3E3B0328C30D}" />
    <EventID>4656</EventID>
    <Version>1</Version>
    <Level>0</Level>
    <Task>12801</Task>
    <Opcode>0</Opcode>
    <Keywords>0x8010000000000000</Keywords>
    <EventRecordID>13305</EventRecordID>
    <Correlation />
    <Execution ProcessID="480" ThreadID="504" />
    <Channel>Security</Channel>
    <Computer>COMPUTER1</Computer>
    <Security />
  </System>
  <EventData>
    <Data Name="SubjectUserSid">S-1-5-21-3577214157-4138306266-1988903399-1000</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectUserName">admin1</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectDomainName">COMPUTER1</Data>
    <Data Name="SubjectLogonId">0x222ab</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectServer">Security</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectType">Key</Data>
    <Data Name="ObjectName">\REGISTRY\MACHINE\SAM</Data>
    <Data Name="HandleId">0x0</Data>
    <Data Name="TransactionId">{00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000}</Data>
    <Data Name="AccessList">%%1538</Data>
    <Data Name="AccessReason"></Data>
    <Data Name="AccessMask">0x20000</Data>
    <Data Name="PrivilegeList"></Data>
    <Data Name="RestrictedSidCount">0</Data>
    <Data Name="ProcessId">0x9b0</Data>
    <Data Name="ProcessName">C:\Windows\System32\reg.exe</Data>
  </EventData>
</Event>

Figure 14 - Security event log detail of audit failure for access to HKLM\SAM

12. Appendix D – Application error log detail (VSS)

The full detail of the application error log entry caused by the activity shown in
Figure 10 on page 23 is shown in Figure 15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log Name: Application</th>
<th>Source: VSS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date: 7/14/2014 4:26:58 AM</td>
<td>Event ID: 7001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Category: None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Level:         Error
Keywords:      Classic
User:          N/A
Computer:      SERVER1
Description:
VssAdmin: Unable to create a shadow copy: You don't have the correct permissions to run this command. Please run this utility from a command window that has elevated administrator privileges.
Command-line: 'vssadmin create shadow /for=c:'.

Event Xml:
<Event xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/win/2004/08/events/event">
  <System>
    <Provider Name="VSS" />  
    <EventID Qualifiers="0">7001</EventID>
    <Level>2</Level>
    <Task>0</Task>
    <Keywords>0x8000000000000000</Keywords>
    <TimeCreated SystemTime="2014-07-14T04:26:58.000000000Z" />
    <EventRecordID>7117</EventRecordID>
    <Channel>Application</Channel>
    <Computer>SERVER1</Computer>
    <Security />
  </System>
  <EventData>
    <Data>Unable to create a shadow copy</Data>
    <Data>You don't have the correct permissions to run this command. Please run this utility from a command window that has elevated administrator privileges. </Data>
    <Data>vssadmin create shadow /for=c:;</Data>
    <Data>
    </Data>
  </EventData>
</Event>

Figure 15 – Application error log detail for failed vssadmin activity
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